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ABOUT  LYNNE

Award-winning podcast host, author and 
entrepreneur Lynne Golodner shares stories 
of purpose, passion, and connection.

A graduate of the University of Michigan (B.A. in 
Communications) and Goddard College (MFA in 
Writing), Lynne is married and lives with her 
husband and four teenagers in Huntington Woods, 
Michigan. She teaches writing at University of 
Detroit Mercy.

Find Lynne
            facebook.com/lynnegolodner

            facebook.com/YourPeopleLLC

            linkedin.com/in/lynnegolodner

            linkedin.com/company/your-people-llc

            instagram.com/lynnegolodner/

            instagram.com/yourpeoplepr/ 

            Twitter: @YourPeople
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A Fulbright Specialist, Lynne has won awards for her work as a journalist, professor, and marketing guru. She has written 
thousands of articles about how people find meaning, is the author of eight books, and helps entrepreneurs, busi-
nesses, schools, universities, and nonprofit organizations articulate their narrative and find their purpose-driven focus.

As Chief Creative Officer/founder of Your People LLC, Lynne guides businesses and nonprofits in strategic marketing, 
communications, and public relations, driven by story, relationships, and higher purpose. 

Since 2018, Lynne has hosted the Make Meaning podcast, a place where she connects with inspiring individuals and 
shares stories of meaning and purpose.  Make Meaning is part of the Message, Meaning, Purpose movement, which offers 
retreats and workshops to help people gain confidence, clarity and direction toward building their best life.
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LYNNE’S TALKS & WORKSHOPS

Talks
• What’s Your Why? Finding Purpose In Everything You Do.
• What’s Your Story? Finding The Right Words To Create Your Best Life.
• Marketing With Meaning – Why Meaning and Purpose Matter In Business.
• Finding Your Voice (and Learning Why The World Needs To Hear It).
• Strategic Business Storytelling – Marketing Through Narrative and Relationships.

Workshops
• The Art of Finding Your Voice 
• The Storytelling Retreat
•  Spiritual Entrepreneurship – Finding Your Purpose
•  Marketing, Messaging & Media: A DIY Approach to PR
• Writing  Your Book
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An expert in storytelling for business and personal growth, Lynne offer workshops, seminars, and retreats designed 
to engage people in thought and drive conversations about how to make a meaning-filled life. 



THE MAKE MEANING PODCAST

The Make Meaning podcast features incredible people and 
their efforts to make a difference, inspire others, and live 
life with purpose. 

Lynne Golodner has dedicated her life to sharing stories about 
how people find meaning in the mundane. She launched the 
podcast in 2018 on her father’s 80th birthday to shine a light on 
great people doing inspiring things and living lives of purpose. 
Guests have included Ken Budd, Paul Saginaw, Barbara Jones, Lisa 
D’Amour, Merle Saferstein, Amy Haimerl, Dr. Joshua Mezrich, 
Natasha Guynes, The God Squad, and more!

Find the Make Meaning Podcast at www.MakeMeaning.org  
and all podcast platforms.
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TESTIMONIALS
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“Lynne is truly masterful in creating 
thoughtful, responsive marketing and PR 
strategies that build relationships and 
powerfully connect people to her client’s 
mission. She makes the process a joyful 
and empowering collaboration.”
~ Helena Mitchell, Detroit Waldorf School

 “Lynne Golodner has a creative eye that most do not. She has a brilliant 
way of bringing thoughts and philosophies out. You may just learn some-
thing about yourself if given the opportunity to let her work.” 
~Ed Brabandt, Systematic Manufacturing, Inc.

“Lynne is changing my life. She 
keeps me accountable to my 
vision, and her confidence in me 
makes a huge difference. With 
her coaching, I got recognition 
in just weeks! Her interpersonal 
skills and business success in-
spire me. Work with Lynne and 
you will get top-notch results 
quickly. “
~ Noreen Ehrlich, speaker, coach

“Lynne and I worked together for seven years. She 
brought that nonprofit organization to a new level of 
recognition as an expert in their areas of focus. I highly 
recommend working with Lynne and her team!” 
~ Vickie Thompson-Sandy, President/CEO, The Buckeye Ranch

“Working with Lynne was a really great and amazing experi-
ence!  Lynne was a joy to work with and the expertise she 
brought to the table helped strengthen our message! “
~ Ken Davis, People’s Food Co-op, Ann Arbor 

“Lynne helped open my heart and my legal practice and now both 
are full, growing and booming. Lynne always helps me move forward 
in a positive direction. She’s creative, supportive, thoughtful, driven, 
productive and efficient; and she always has new ideas. Lynne makes 
an impact where it matters most. If you’re ready to grow, Lynne is 
the person to help you reach your goals!”
~ Alisa Peskin-Shepherd, Principal, Transitions Legal PLLC

“Lynne is energetic, creative and well connected. Her experience 
and collaborative approach enable her to deliver high-quality and 
cost-effective marketing and PR services. With Lynne and her 
people, what you get is more than what you see. “
~ Doug Cale, Owner, Birmingham Chocolate

“Lynne is a visionary and insightful leader. Her ability to capture people and their experi-
ences is profound; she is uniquely able to create a clear and meaningful narrative out of 
interactions and conversations.”
~ Emily Barnes, Provost & Chief Academic Officer, Cleary University

“Lynne is one of the best, most delightful publicists 
with whom I have ever worked. She makes booking 
and producing my show so easy!”
~ Lisa Germani, WWJ-TV WKBD-TV Detroit

“Where do you go when clients, 
family and friends have great 
ideas but are stuck in the mud of 
obscurity. The answer is simple…
hire Lynne Golodner. She makes 
ideas burst forth like a butterfly 
from its chrysalis. She did that for 
me at Hiller’s Markets. Lynne’s 
magic resulted in a palpable 
increase in customers and 
profitability.”
~ James Hiller

“Lynne Golodner has a talent for nailing our company message and 
sharing it through strategic storytelling to the right audiences. Their 
work is invaluable in building exposure for us!” 
~ Brent Maxwell,  IPS Realty



AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
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Ever since she was a little girl, Lynne has written 
stories, poems, and articles, and seen her work 
published in newspapers and magazines across 
America.  

An award-winning writer and writing 
coach, Lynne has eight published books, with 
more in the works. She writes about how people 
find meaning in the mundane. These topics fea-
ture brightly in Lynne’s speaking engagements as 
she inspires audiences to use story to grow 
brand awareness and articulate their personal 
narrative to build a purpose-driven life.



MEDIA LYNNE HAS WORKED WITH
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